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The Structuralist Thesis
Reconsidered
Georg Schiemer and John Wigglesworth
ABSTRACT
Øystein Linnebo and Richard Pettigrew ([2014]) have recently developed a version of
non-eliminative mathematical structuralism based on Fregean abstraction principles.
They argue that their theory of abstract structures proves a consistent version of the
structuralist thesis that positions in abstract structures only have structural properties.
They do this by defining a subset of the properties of positions in structures, so-called
fundamental properties, and argue that all fundamental properties of positions are struc-
tural. In this article, we argue that the structuralist thesis, even when restricted to fun-
damental properties, does not follow from the theory of structures that Linnebo and
Pettigrew have developed. Tomake their account work, we propose a formal framework
in terms of Kripke models that makes structural abstraction precise. The formal frame-
workallows us to articulate a reviseddefinitionof fundamental properties, understoodas
intensional properties. Based on this revised definition, we show that the restricted ver-
sion of the structuralist thesis holds.
1 Introduction
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1 Introduction
Structuralism in the philosophy of mathematics is the view that mathematical
theories describe abstract structures and the structural properties of their ob-
jects. The position comes in various forms, depending on whether talk about
abstract structures is taken literally or not. In particular, there exist a number
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of non-eliminative accounts of structuralism that posit structures as existing
entities in an abstract realm.1 Thus, according to non-eliminative structural-
ists, mathematicians’ talk about structures, and positions in structures, should
be taken at face value, as talk about abstract entities that stand in some form
of connection with more concrete objects or systems of such.
What separates different versions of non-eliminative structuralism from
each other is the understanding of how abstract mathematical structures
and concrete systems are connected. The recent literature usually distinguishes
here between ante rem structuralism and in re structuralism. According to the
former, abstract structures and positions are bona fide objects that exist inde-
pendently of their concrete instantiations. In contrast, according to the latter
account, structures are not ontologically independent of their instances.
Mathematical structures and positions in them exist only if they are instan-
tiated by some concrete mathematical system.2
In the present article, our focus is on a particular account of in re structur-
alism. A natural way to think about the conceptual dependency between ab-
stract mathematical structures and concrete instances is in terms of the notion
of structural abstraction. Informally speaking, structures result through
abstraction from concrete mathematical systems.3 For instance, one could
say that the natural number structure is what is acquired through the process
of abstracting away all mathematically irrelevant properties of a given
!-sequence. Or consider the set-theoretic system of Dedekind cuts, which
satisfies the axioms for a complete ordered field. If one abstracts away the
irrelevant set-theoretic properties from this system, what is left is the real
number structure.
This ‘abstractionist’ approach has a long history in modern mathematics
and is expressed in work of some of the pioneers of a structural approach.4
Observe, for instance, Dedekind’s ([1888], p. 68, Definition 73) famous remark
on arithmetical abstraction in Was sind und was sollen die Zahlen:
If in the consideration of a simply infinite system N set in order by a
mapping j, we entirely disregard the particular character of the elements,
retaining merely their distinctness, and taking into account only the
relations to one another in which they are placed by the order-setting
mapping j, then are these elements called natural numbers or ordinal
numbers or simply numbers, and the base-element 1 is called the base-
number of the number-series N. With reference to this freeing the
1 See, for example, (Parsons [1990]; Resnik [1997]; Shapiro [1997]). See also (Dedekind [1888]),
though it is a matter of debate as to whether Dedekind was a non-eliminative structuralist (Reck
[2003]).
2 For a closer discussion of this distinction, see (Parsons [1990]; Shapiro [1997]).
3 In the theory of in re structures that is the focus of this article, concrete systems are understood
model-theoretically. See Section 3 for the details.
4 See, in particular, (Mancosu [2015]) for a study of different notions of abstraction in nine-
teenth-century mathematics.
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elements from every other content (abstraction) we are justified in calling
numbers a free creation of the human mind.
This passage indicates that Dedekind’s account of mathematical concept for-
mation in his work on the foundations of arithmetic is based on a notion of
structural abstraction. Moreover, it also contains an early formulation of a
central thesis in modern non-eliminative structuralism. The thesis is some-
times called the ‘incompleteness claim’ (Linnebo [2008]) or simply the ‘struc-
turalist thesis’ (Linnebo and Pettigrew [2014]): mathematical objects are
merely placeholders or positions in structures, and as such they have no ‘for-
eign’ or non-structural properties.
This article will further clarify the structuralist thesis and contribute to the
understanding of how an abstraction-based account of in re structuralism can
be made formally precise. Our work builds on that of Linnebo and Pettigrew
([2014]) who have recently developed a version of mathematical structuralism
based on Fregean abstraction principles.5 They argue that this non-eliminative
theory of abstract structures proves a consistent version of the structuralist
thesis that positions in abstract structures only have structural properties.
They do this by defining a subset of the properties of positions in abstract
structures, so-called fundamental properties, and argue that all fundamental
properties of positions are structural.
The present article has two central aims. The first is to fill in some of the
details where Linnebo and Pettigrew’s account requires further development.
Regrettably, Linnebo and Pettigrew are not explicit about the general under-
standing of mathematical properties that is presupposed in their version of
structuralism. They also remain silent as to how properties of positions in
structures can be extended to hold of objects in other systems that exhibit
the structure in question. Consequently, the structuralist thesis, even when
restricted to fundamental properties, remains problematic for Linnebo and
Pettigrew’s theory of abstract structures. In fact, the restricted version of the
thesis that they propose, under a reasonable interpretation of their account
that treats properties extensionally, is equivalent to the unrestricted version of
the thesis, and the unrestricted version of the thesis is false.
The present article will give a closer analysis of the potential weaknesses of
the theory of structural abstraction as given in (Linnebo and Pettigrew [2014])
and then show how their restricted structuralist thesis can be vindicated. In
this regard, the second aim of the article is to capture the structural abstrac-
tion process in a formal framework based on Kripke models. Through this
formal framework, we introduce a dynamic version of structural abstraction,
showing how this notion is captured by the standard operation of Kripke
model extension. According to this semantic approach, structural abstraction
5 Unless otherwise indicated, all references to Linnebo and Pettigrew are to their [2014] paper.
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principles become model generating functions, building new Kripke models
from old ones. Within this formal framework, we can represent mathematical
properties intensionally, as maps from systems of objects to local extensions.
We argue that this is a philosophically interesting and insightful account of
mathematical properties, one that is well suited to the general structuralist
approach. Furthermore, the intensional account of mathematical properties
can be put to good use in Linnebo and Pettigrew’s abstraction-based theory of
mathematical structures. Treating mathematical properties intensionally, we
give a revised definition of fundamental properties of positions in pure struc-
tures. Given this revised definition, we show that the restricted version of the
structuralist thesis holds.
The structure of the article is as follows: Section 2 clarifies the unrestricted
structuralist thesis that all properties of positions in abstract structures are
structural. We rehearse the arguments against the unrestricted thesis and
introduce Linnebo and Pettigrew’s restricted version. Section 3 sets up the
non-eliminative theory of abstract structures that is the focus of the article, a
theory that is based on Fregean abstraction principles. We then focus in
Section 4 on Linnebo and Pettigrew’s claim that this theory proves their re-
stricted version of the structuralist thesis, that is, that all fundamental proper-
ties of positions in abstract structures are structural. We show that, on the
extensional interpretation that is consistent with their definition of fundamen-
tal properties, all properties are fundamental. We then propose a formal
framework for structural abstraction in Section 5. The framework is given
in terms of Kripke models, and it is able to formally capture a dynamic version
of abstraction as well as an intensional account of mathematical properties.
This intensional account of properties is crucial to the revised definition of
fundamental properties given in Section 6. In Section 7, we finally prove that
on this definition of fundamental properties, all fundamental properties turn
out to be structural. Section 8 concludes.
2 The Structuralist Thesis
A primary concern for the non-eliminative structuralist is to give an account
of the relations that positions in abstract structures instantiate.6 Importantly,
these should not include relations that are specific to the objects in any par-
ticular system that exhibits the structure in question, relations that Dedekind
([1888]) described as ‘foreign’ because they are irrelevant to the pure mathem-
atical structure of the system. This requirement has led some structuralists to
endorse what has come to be called the ‘incompleteness claim’, which captures
6 Here and in what follows, talk of relations includes one-place relations, that is, monadic
properties.
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the idea that mathematical objects, as positions in pure structures, have no
internal nature. Michael Resnik and Charles Parsons, for example, both en-
dorse versions of the incompleteness claim.
In mathematics, I claim, we do not have objects with an ‘internal’
composition arranged in structures, we have only structures. The objects
of mathematics [. . .] are structureless points or positions in structures. As
positions in structures, they have no identity or features outside a
structure. (Resnik [1981], p. 530)
The idea behind the structuralist view of mathematical objects is that
such objects have no more of a ‘nature’ than is given by the basic
relations of a structure to which they belong. (Parsons [2004], p. 57)
Because mathematical objects are merely positions in pure structures, any
‘nature’ that they may have is given entirely by the basic relations of the
structure to which they belong. These basic relations are often called structural
relations.
A natural question then arises as to how to make the notion of structural
relation precise.7How one does this likely depends on the more general picture
of pure structures that one has. As we describe in Section 3, Linnebo and
Pettigrew take pure structures to be abstracted from systems of objects. This
approach allows for a straightforward way to make the notion of structural
relation precise: structural relations are those relations that are invariant
across systems that have the same structure. Systems are usually taken to
have the same structure when they are isomorphic to one another.8 The struc-
tural relations of objects in a system are then the relations that are invariant
across all isomorphic systems. More specifically, a relation that holds of some
particular object(s) in a particular system is structural if and only if the rela-
tion holds of the matching object(s) in every system that is isomorphic to the
original. The structuralist thesis can then be articulated as follows: positions in
pure structures only instantiate structural relations. Because the non-
eliminative structuralist argues that mathematical objects are positions in
pure structures, it follows that mathematical objects only instantiate structural
relations.
Unfortunately, John Burgess ([1999]) has shown that the structuralist thesis
appears to be inconsistent. Consider the property of instantiating only struc-
tural relations, which according to the structuralist thesis is a property that
every position in a pure structure should instantiate. The problem is that this
property is not structural. Arguably, this property isn’t shared by any match-
ing object in any distinct system that exhibits the relevant structure. Thus, in
7 See (Korbmacher and Schiemer [2017]) for a more detailed study of different ways to character-
ize the structural relations of mathematical objects.
8 According to Linnebo and Pettigrew’s theory of structures, systems are understood
model-theoretically, which enables them to be isomorphic to one another; see Section 3.
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virtue of a position in a pure structure instantiating only structural properties,
there is a property it instantiates that is not structural.
The most straightforward reading of the structuralist thesis, it seems, ren-
ders mathematical structuralism inconsistent. To resolve the inconsistency,
Linnebo and Pettigrew ([2014]) articulate two versions of non-eliminative
structuralism, each based on a different form of abstraction. We focus only
on the version of structuralism that deploys so-called Fregean abstraction.
This is a novel form of non-eliminative structuralism, of particular interest
because it provides for the existence of abstract structures through Fregean
abstraction principles. In this regard, it differs from familiar versions of non-
eliminative structuralism, such as Stewart Shapiro’s ([1997]) ante rem struc-
turalism, in which the existence of structures is given axiomatically. For want
of a better name, we refer to the version of non-eliminative structuralism
based on Fregean abstraction principles as LP-structuralism, though it must
be emphasized that Linnebo and Pettigrew do not necessarily endorse this
version of structuralism.
In addition to being a viable form of non-eliminative structuralism, and a
notable alternative to ante rem structuralism, LP-structuralism is also of inter-
est because, as Linnebo and Pettigrew argue, it proves a consistent, restricted
version of the structuralist thesis. By identifying a subclass of the relations that
positions in pure structures instantiate, a subclass they call fundamental rela-
tions, they argue that LP-structuralism entails that all fundamental relations
are structural. Furthermore, they identify this class of fundamental relations
in a natural and non-trivial way, so that the restricted structuralist thesis is
‘philosophically interesting and not merely a definitional truth’ (Linnebo and
Pettigrew [2014], pp. 271–2).
Despite LP-structuralism’s success in proving the restricted structuralist
thesis, Linnebo and Pettigrew are hesitant to endorse LP-structuralism, be-
cause, as they show, it is vulnerable to the well-known problem of non-rigid
structures. This problem has long been recognized to threaten Shapiro’s ante
rem structuralism. It is significant that the problem persists across different
versions of non-eliminative structuralism, signalling the importance of a so-
lution. However, our goal is not to resolve the problem of non-rigid structures,
a problem that has already been given its fair share of attention in the litera-
ture.9 Rather, we discuss another problem for LP-structuralism, which con-
cerns the class of fundamental relations that Linnebo and Pettigrew identify,
and the fact that LP-structuralism can prove these relations are structural.
This result is captured by Linnebo and Pettigrew’s purity thesis. They also
claim that LP-structuralism satisfies two further desirable theses, which they
9 See (Burgess [1999]; Kera¨nen [2001], [2006]), and the responses in (Shapiro [2006], [2008]).
Possible solutions to the problem for Shapiro’s ante rem structuralism can be found in
(Ladyman [2005]; Button [2006]; Leitgeb and Ladyman [2008]).
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call ‘instantiation’ and ‘uniqueness’. In order to state these three theses, some
set up is required.
3 LP-Structuralism
The idea behind LP-structuralism is to apply Fregean abstraction principles to
systems of objects in order to obtain the pure abstract structures of those
systems. Fregean abstraction principles introduce identity conditions for cer-
tain types of objects by appealing to equivalence relations on other types of
objects. For example, Frege ([1968], §64) uses an abstraction principle to give
identity conditions for the directions of lines: the direction of line a is identical
to the direction of line b if and only if a is parallel to b.
LP-structuralism appeals to abstraction principles to introduce identity con-
ditions both for abstract structures and for positions in those structures.10
Identity conditions for abstract structures are given by introducing an equiva-
lence relation on systems of objects. Systems are essentially models, in the lo-
gical sense. A system S ¼ hD;R1; . . .;Rni is an ordered tuple comprising a
domain and distinguished or primitive relations on the domain. One could
also include primitive elements of the domain, and primitive functions on the
domain. For simplicity, we restrict consideration to primitive relations, includ-
ing one-place relations. The equivalence relation on systems required for the
abstraction principle is the relation of being isomorphic, which intuitively cap-
tures the structuralist idea that certain systems have the same structure. Two
systems S ¼ hD;R1; . . .;Rni and S
0 ¼ hD0;R01; . . .;R
0
ni are isomorphic (S ffi S
0)
if and only if there is a bijective function f : D!D0, such that if Ri is a k-ary
relation in S, then ð8x1; . . .;xk 2 DÞ½Riðx1; . . . xkÞ !R
0
iðf ðx1Þ; . . .; f ðxkÞÞ (sti-
pulating that for each i;Ri and R
0
i have the same arity). If S is a system, let ½S
refer to the pure abstract structure of S. Identity conditions for pure structures
are then given by the following abstraction principle:
Frege Abstraction for Pure Structures: Given systems S and S0,
½S ¼ ½S0 !S ffi S0:
Two systems have the same pure structure if and only if they are isomorphic.11
For the mathematical structuralist, pure mathematics is primarily concerned
with these abstract structures. Individual mathematical objects are given as
positions in these abstract structures. Accordingly, Linnebo and Pettigrew
10 The set up in this section follows closely the description of Fregean abstraction given in
(Linnebo and Pettigrew [2014], pp. 274–5), though we have changed some notation to preserve
uniformity.
11 As Linnebo and Pettigrew note, if one is not careful, this abstraction principle can lead to the
Burali–Forti paradox. To avoid this consequence, they suggest that one could take systems to be
sets and abstractions to be sui generis mathematical objects.
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also introduce an abstraction principle to give identity conditions for positions
in pure structures:
Frege Abstraction for Positions in Pure Structures: Given systems S
and S0 and elements x of S and x0 of S0,
½xS ¼ ½x
0S0 !9f ðf : S ffi S
0
6f ðxÞ ¼ x0Þ:
If x is an element in the domain D of a system S, then ½xS is the matching
position in the domain ½DS ¼ f½xS : x 2 Dg of the pure structure ½S of system
S. Two positions are identical if and only if there is an isomorphism between
their respective systems that maps one corresponding object to the other.
Finally, Linnebo and Pettigrew present a third principle to give an account
of the relations that hold between positions in a pure structure:
Pure Relations on Pure Domains: Suppose S is a system and R is an
n-ary relation on the domain D of S. Then: ½RSðx1; . . .; xnÞ if and only
if there are elements u1; . . .; un of D such that, for each i; ½uiS ¼ xi, and
Rðu1; . . .; unÞ.
The definition shows how to abstract from concrete relations between the
objects of a given system in order to yield a pure relation on the matching
positions in a structure. This third principle allows us to think of pure struc-
tures as entities that usually come equipped with some internal relational
structure or structural composition, similar to the systems instantiating them.
LP-structuralism, as given by these three principles, provides us with a
formally precise account of how the relation between abstract mathematical
structures and concrete systems instantiating them (such as concrete groups,
graphs, or number systems) can be captured in terms of the notion of struc-
tural abstraction. However, Linnebo and Pettigrew leave open precisely how
these structures, and the positions in them, should be understood. One can
view the principles as axiomatic conditions that specify the behaviour of the
abstraction operators expressed by their bracket notation.12 Nevertheless,
their account does not further specify how these functions from systems to
structures (and from elements in systems to pure positions) actually work.
More specifically, it remains unclear how to think of the respective co-
domains of the operators described by the three abstraction principles. We
will return to this issue in Section 5.
The idea that pure mathematical structures are the result of abstracting
away mathematically irrelevant properties from systems of objects is ex-
tremely natural and intuitive. LP-structuralism is a good first attempt at for-
mally capturing this idea. As we briefly mentioned, these particular
12 Compare (Leach-Krouse [2017]) for a related axiomatic theory of structures based on Fregean
abstraction principles.
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abstraction principles do not get it right for non-rigid structures. But for a
wide range of structures of interest to mathematicians and philosophers of
mathematics, like the natural numbers as given by the standard model of
arithmetic, or the real numbers as given by any complete ordered field,
these abstraction principles comprise a theory of pure structures that is
simple, elegant, and highly successful.
In particular, Linnebo and Pettigrew argue that, when restricted to rigid
systems, LP-structuralism satisfies three desirable theses:
Instantiation: S ffi ½S (systems are isomorphic to their pure structures).
Purity: Suppose a is a position in [S] and R is a property. If R is a
fundamental property of a, then for each system S0, such that f : ½S
ffi S0;R is a property of f(a).
Uniqueness: ½S is unique in satisfying instantiation and purity.
In Section 4, we examine Linnebo and Pettigrew’s claim that LP-structuralism
proves the purity thesis. Such a claim depends on the definition of fundamental
properties and relations. Linnebo and Pettigrew propose a definition that
naturally emerges from their description of LP-structuralism. But as we will
see, whether this definition delivers a proof of the purity thesis depends cru-
cially on the more general theory of properties and relations that one
subscribes to.
4 Purity
Linnebo and Pettigrew argue that the structuralist must identify a special class
of relations, which they call fundamental relations. The structuralist must then
be able to distinguish between fundamental and non-fundamental relations in a
principled way so as to make it an interesting truth that all fundamental rela-
tions are structural. The thesis that all fundamental relations are structural is
captured by Linnebo and Pettigrew’s purity thesis. According to them, ‘purity is
our consistent reformulation of the structuralists’ claim that positions in pure
structures have no non-structural properties’ (p. 272). In order to prove that the
purity thesis is a consequence of LP-structuralism, Linnebo and Pettigrew offer
a sufficient condition for a relation to be fundamental (p. 276):
Fundamental Relations amongst Positions: Suppose R is a relation on
the positions of ½S. Then R is fundamental if there is a relation Q on
the domain of S, such that ½QS ¼ R.
Fundamental relations are those obtained, through abstraction, from the re-
lations on systems. Given this definition, Linnebo and Pettigrew claim that
The Structuralist Thesis Reconsidered 1209
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LP-structuralism proves the purity thesis for rigid systems, in the form of their
Proposition 5.2 (p. 277):
Proposition 5.2
If S is rigid and x1; . . .; xn are the elements of S, then
½QSð½x1S; . . .; ½xnSÞ !Qðx1; . . .; xnÞ:
Let ½QS be a property of a position ½xS in a pure structure ½S, which is
abstracted from some property Q of an object x in the system S. The purity
thesis says that if ½QS is a fundamental property, then it holds of each object
corresponding to ½xS in every system isomorphic to ½S (that is, every system
that has the pure structure ½S). Strictly speaking, however, this cannot happen
on Linnebo and Pettigrew’s account. According to their definition of pure
relations, ½QS can only hold of pure positions in pure structures. Linnebo
and Pettigrew ([2014], p. 275) even make this restriction explicit: ‘Where Q is a
monadic property, ½QS is the property that holds of an object iff that object is
a pure position in the pure structure ½S and the occupant of this position in the
system S has the property Q’. It follows that ½QS is not invariant across
isomorphic systems.13
At this point we can see that something has gone wrong with Linnebo and
Pettigrew’s account. Their definition of fundamental relations appears to be
incompatible with the purity thesis. In order to make their account work,
either the definition of fundamental relations must be revised, or the purity
thesis must be dropped. In Section 6, we propose a revised definition of fun-
damental relations, allowing us to endorse the purity thesis, and maintain the
spirit of the structuralist approach.
While Linnebo and Pettigrew’s definition of fundamental relations is the
immediate cause of the problem for their account, we argue that this problem
is rooted in a more general conceptual issue. The conceptual issue concerns
how mathematical relations should be understood on a structuralist approach
to mathematical objects. Regrettably, Linnebo and Pettigrew are not explicit
about the general theory of relations that they have in mind.
Standard philosophical treatments of relations include extensional accounts
and intensional accounts. The most natural reading of Linnebo and
Pettigrew’s account treats mathematical relations extensionally. Extensional
relations are identical when they have the same extension in a mathematical
system. For example, in the natural number structure, the properties ‘being an
even prime’ and ‘being the successor of 1’ have the same extension. On an
extensional treatment, they are the same (one-place) relation. Extensional re-
lations offer a ‘local’ account of relations, as they are understood relative to a
13 Many thanks to an anonymous referee for discussion of this point.
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particular system. For instance, on an extensional approach, the ordering
relation,<, on the natural numbers is a different from the ordering relation
on the finite von Neumann ordinals, because the numbers and ordinals com-
prise different mathematical systems.
It is unlikely, however, that an extensional account of relations can do the
work that the LP-structuralist requires. If one adopts the characterization of
structural relations as given by Linnebo and Pettigrew, it’s very hard to see
how an extensional relation could be structural, because the structural rela-
tions of objects in a system hold of all of the corresponding objects in every
other system that is isomorphic.
Even if extensional relations could somehow be ‘applied’ in other systems,
there would still be several negative consequences of combing LP-structuralism
with an extensional account. In particular, one can show that all extensional
relations of positions in pure structures satisfy Linnebo and Pettigrew’s
definition of fundamental relations. If purity holds for LP-structuralism,
it then follows that all relations of positions in pure structures are structural.
That is, every relation that holds of positions in a pure structure holds of
the corresponding objects in every system that exhibits the structure in question.
To see that LP-structuralism makes all extensional relations of positions in
pure structures fundamental, pick some system S that exhibits the structure
½S, and let R be any relation that holds of some positions in ½S. For simpli-
city, let R be a property, holding of each of the positions a1; a2; . . . in ½S,
though what follows holds for relations of any arity, and the positions need
not be enumerable. By the instantiation thesis, there exists an isomorphism
f : ½S ffi S. The isomorphism gives us another property Q that holds of each
of the matching objects x1;x2; . . . in S, where for all i; ½xiS ¼ ai. By the prin-
ciple of pure relations on pure domains, there is a property ½QS that holds of
each of a1; a2; . . .. And by the principle of fundamental relations amongst
positions, it follows that ½QS is a fundamental property. As the properties
½QS and R have the same extension, and we are treating properties extension-
ally, it follows that ½QS ¼ R. So the property R is fundamental. As this prop-
erty was chosen arbitrarily, all properties on positions in pure structures are
fundamental. The purity thesis would then entail that all properties on pure
structures are structural. The same result holds for relations of any arity, and
so all relations on pure structures are structural.
An extensional account of relations would therefore make LP-structuralism
vulnerable to two familiar objections. First, because all extensional relations
are structural on this account, LP-structuralism would incorrectly classify
non-structural properties, like being John’s favourite number, as structural.
Second, as Burgess has shown, every position in a pure structure would have
the property of having no non-structural properties. This property is not a
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structural property. There would then be a non-structural property that
positions in pure structures instantiate, which is in tension with the result
that LP-structuralism makes all relations on pure structures structural.
Given these considerations, an intensional account of relations is more
appropriate. In the context of LP-structuralism, intensional relations can be
understood as functions from systems to collections of ordered tuples of ob-
jects. For each system, this collection of ordered tuples is the local extension of
the relation in the system in question. Understood intensionally, it is relatively
straightforward to see that relations need not be bound to a particular system.
Relations can therefore be instantiated by matching objects in isomorphic sys-
tems, and thus have a chance at being structural. Arguably, an intensional ac-
count of relations is what Linnebo and Pettigrew envision for LP-structuralism,
though they do not make the details explicit. The next section fills in the details
by proposing a formal framework that can capture both structural abstraction
and intensional relations.
5 A Formal Framework for Structural Abstraction
In order to vindicate the restricted structuralist thesis, we present a new formal
framework for structural abstraction. The formal framework, which is given
in terms of Kripke models, appeals to a dynamic and predicative version of
abstraction and allows for an understanding of mathematical relations as
intensional, rather than extensional. Given this formal framework, we present
a revised notion of fundamental relations, one that is not vulnerable to the
objections that threaten Linnebo and Pettigrew’s approach. With the more
refined notion of fundamental relations in hand, the formal framework that
we introduce allows us to prove the restricted structuralist thesis that every
fundamental relation of positions in pure structures is structural.
To introduce the formal framework, recall Linnebo and Pettigrew’s
model-theoretic presentation of mathematical systems. Let S be a relational
system of the form hD;R1; . . . ;Rni, which is a tuple consisting of a domain
and a collection of primitive relations (each of a given arity) on the domain.14
Now consider a variable domain Kripke model, where each world in the
model is a relational system. A variable domain Kripke model is a quadruple
M¼ hD;W ;; vi, such that D is a non-empty universal domain of quantifi-
cation,W is a non-empty set of worlds, and  is a binary accessibility relation
on W. The function v interprets relations in the usual way, except that it also
assigns to each w 2W a set Dw#D, which is the local domain of quantifica-
tion for w. For our purposes, given a particular Kripke modelM, each w 2W
14 For simplicity, as before, we consider only purely relational systems, though what follows also
holds for systems that include primitive functions and elements.
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is taken to be a relational system in a given language L, and the accessibility
relation  holds between two systems if and only if the systems are iso-
morphic. On this account, worlds in a Kripke model are just L-systems as
Linnebo and Pettigrew understand them. The accessibility relation can be
more formally defined, using the standard definition of isomorphism as a
bijection between systems that preserves relations. In order to present the
full details, we must first describe the intensional account of mathematical
relations that we propose.
Intensional accounts of relations typically define relations as functions from
possible worlds to extensions. An intensional account of relations is particu-
larly suited to this formal framework, as the worlds can be taken to be
relational systems in a Kripke modelM¼ hD;W ;; vi. Mathematical rela-
tions can then be understood intensionally, as functions from systems inW to
local extensions at those systems. Given a particular relational system
S ¼ hD;R1; . . . ;Rni, the relations R1; . . . ;Rn should then be understood as
local to S. They are like the extensional relations described in Section 4,
applying only to the objects in system S. More accurately, they are the local
extensions of intensional relations. Intensional relations are global relations
that can be applied across different systems in a Kripke model. For example,
consider the ordering relations on the natural numbers and the finite von
Neumann ordinals. On an extensional account, these are different relations.
But on an intensional account, they are the local extensions of an intensional
ordering relation that applies to all !-sequences.
Formally an intensional n-ary relation R is a function with domain W and
co-domain PðDnÞ—the set of all subsets of n-tuples of the domain of the
model. Each n-ary relation R has a (possibly empty) local extension Rw at
each system w 2W . Two relations R1 and R2 are identical if and only if they
are co-extensional at each system. That is, they are identical if and only if for
all w 2W ;R1w ¼ R2w (the local extension of R1 at w is identical to the local
extension of R2 at w). This intensional account of mathematical relations
essentially agrees with David Lewis’s ([1986]) possible worlds approach to
relations, where possible worlds are replaced with mathematical systems.
With this intensional understanding of relations, we can give the formal
definition of the accessibility relation  in terms of isomorphism between sys-
tems. A system w consists of a domain Dw together with local extensions of
intensional relations on the domain. In other words, w is a system in the model-
theoretic sense that Linnebo and Pettigrew use. Given two systems, w and v;
w  v if and only if there exists an isomorphism between w and v, which holds if
and only if there is a bijective function f : Dw!Dv; such that if Rw is the local
extension of an n-ary relation on Dw, then ð8x1; . . .; xn 2 DwÞ½Rwðx1; . . .; xnÞ
 ! Rvðf ðx1Þ; . . .; f ðxnÞÞ, with f ðx1Þ; . . .; f ðxnÞ 2 Dv.
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The formal framework provided by taking systems as worlds in a Kripke
model provides insight into the nature of mathematical abstraction. The ab-
straction process takes one from a single system S to the system’s pure struc-
ture ½S. The process can be generalized to apply to a collection of systems
S1;S2; . . ., by which we arrive at the collection of pure structures ½S1; ½S2; . . ..
One way to understand abstraction is as a ‘dynamic’ process that begins with a
collection of systems and extends this collection by adding all of the pure
structures of the original systems. According to this dynamic process, one
moves from an initial collection of systems to a new, extended collection
that also includes a pure structure for each system in the original collection.
We may recall that mathematical abstraction is often associated with the
neo-logicist programme in the philosophy of mathematics. However, the dy-
namic approach to abstraction differs from how abstraction has traditionally
been understood in the neo-logicist literature. According to the traditional
neo-logicist, abstraction is a ‘static’ process that provides identity conditions
for first-order objects using impredicative abstraction principles. The prin-
ciples are impredicative because the first-order objects whose identity condi-
tions are given already belong to the first-order domain of quantification.
However, the impredicativity of abstraction principles like Frege’s Basic
Law V contributes, in part, to their resulting in inconsistency. In response,
some have argued for a predicative and dynamic approach to abstraction
principles. Linnebo ([2009]) has had particular success applying predicative
and dynamic abstraction to resolve the bad company problem that has domi-
nated recent debates in the neo-logicist literature.15 He has since developed a
more general theory of dynamic and predicative abstraction principles.
I argue that predicative abstraction principles can be laid down with no
presuppositions whatsoever [. . .] The restriction to predicative abstraction
results in an entirely natural class of abstraction principles, which has no
unacceptable members (or so-called ‘bad companions’). My account
therefore avoids the ‘bad company problem’. Instead, I face a comple-
mentary challenge. Although predicative abstraction principles are
uniquely unproblematic and free of presuppositions, they are mathem-
atically weak. My response to this challenge takes the form of a novel
account of ‘dynamic abstraction’ [. . .] Since abstraction often results in a
larger domain, we can use this extended domain to provide criteria of
identity for yet further objects, which can be obtained by further steps of
abstraction [. . .] The successive ‘formation’ of sets described by the
influential iterative conception of sets is just one instance of the more
general phenomenon of dynamic abstraction. Legitimate abstraction
steps are iterated indefinitely to build up ever larger domains of abstract
objects. (Linnebo [2018], p. xiii)
15 James Studd ([2016]) has also used dynamic abstraction to resolve the bad company problem.
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We do not wish to engage too deeply with any purely ontological conse-
quences that may hinge on the difference between predicativity and impredi-
cativity, for example, regarding the debate between mathematical realists and
anti-realists. Mathematical abstraction, understood as a predicative and dy-
namic process, simply allows one to consider larger and larger domains of
mathematical entities, independently of the question of their objective exist-
ence. In the case of LP-structuralism, the relevant abstraction principles intro-
duce pure structures into the domain of consideration by giving their identity
conditions, as well as the identity conditions for the pure positions that belong
to those structures.16
One of the benefits of the Kripke model framework is that it can easily
capture dynamic structural abstraction through the standard operation
of Kripke model extension. Linnebo and Pettigrew’s principles of structural
abstraction, if understood as predicative and dynamic abstraction principles,
induce the extension of a Kripke modelM to a modelM0 ¼ hD0;W 0;0; v0i,
with D#D0;W #W 0;  # 0; and v# v0. Intuitively, extending a Kripke
model involves extending the set W of worlds to include the members of a
setWS of pure structures, and extending the universal domainD to include the
members of a set DP of pure positions. These new sets are given by two ab-
straction operators, which essentially serve as model generating functions,
because they generate an extension of the initial Kripke model.
The first abstraction operator is a pure structure operator § : W!WS (with
W \WS ¼1) such that for all w1;w2 2W :
§ðw1Þ ¼ §ðw2Þ if and only if w1  w2:
The set of pure structures is then defined as WS ¼ f§ðwÞjw 2W g, and the
extended set of worlds in the new model is W 0 ¼W [WS. The second ab-
straction operator is a pure positions operator s : D!DP (with D \DP ¼1)
such that for all a 2 Dw1 ; b 2 Dw2 :
sðaÞ ¼ sðbÞ if and only if there is an isomorphism f between w1 and
w2 ðthat is; w1  w2Þ and f ðaÞ ¼ b:
The set of pure positions is then defined as DP ¼ fsðaÞja 2 Dg, and the ex-
tended universal domain of the new model is D0 ¼ D [DP.
The accessibility relation must also be extended to hold between systems
and their pure structures. To do this, the accessibility relation of the extended
16 According to some ‘thin’ versions of realism (for example, Linnebo [2012]), all that is required
for the existence of an object is the provision of consistent identity conditions for the object.
Without committing to this form of realism, we recognize that it may be a useful context in
which to understand dynamic abstraction, both generally and in its application in
LP-structuralism.
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model can be defined in terms of the accessibility relation of the initial model
and the pure structure abstraction operator §, such that for all w1;w2 2W
0:
w1 
0 w2 if and only if w1  w2 _ w1 ¼ §ðw2Þ _ w2 ¼ §ðw1Þ:
It may be helpful to visualize the idea of extending a Kripke modelM to a
modelM0 that includes the pure structures of the systems in the initial model
M (see Figure 1). The arrows indicate the isomorphism relation between
systems, as captured by the accessibility relation between worlds. The
dotted arrows indicate how the accessibility relation is extended in moving
fromM toM0. The additional worlds inM0, labelled §ðw1Þ and §ðw4Þ, repre-
sent the pure structures of the systems in the initial model. It should be noted
that §ðw1Þ ¼ §ðw2Þ ¼ §ðw3Þ and §ðw4Þ ¼ §ðw5Þ.
We still need to say what relations are instantiated by the pure positions in
DP. Recall that on the proposed framework, relations are intensional entities:
functions on W, mapping members of W to local extensions. So we need to
give an account of how to extend relations so that they become functions on
W 0. This account can be given by specifying the local extensions of relations at
the worlds in WS.
Before presenting our specific account of extended relations in the next
section, we can already illustrate one advantage that comes from appealing
to intensional relations in the Kripke model framework. The Kripke model
framework, when combined with an intensional notion of relations, blocks the
problematic consequence that all relations on pure positions are fundamental.
Recall that the objection proceeded by being able to identify an arbitrary
Figure 1. Extending a Kripke model.
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relation on positions in a pure structure with one that is abstracted from the
matching relation on the matching objects in an isomorphic system. On an
extensional account, it follows immediately that these relations are identical,
as each relation is bound to a particular system or structure, and these rela-
tions are co-extensional at the relevant structure. But on an intensional ac-
count of relations, this conclusion does not immediately follow, because the
identity of two relations is more fine-grained: two relations are identical when
they have the same extension at every system or structure. While the relations
in question have the same local extension at a particular pure structure, the
argument does not show that they match in extension at every system. It
therefore does not immediately follow on the intensional account that every
pure relation is fundamental.
In addition to blocking the argument that all fundamental relations are
structural, there are other advantages of the Kripke model framework as
presented so far. Most immediately, it gives a formal characterization of the
dynamic abstraction process in terms of Kripke models. Because the behav-
iour of Kripke models has been extensively explored, applying this formal
framework provides clarity and further insight into the idea of structural
abstraction.
Another advantage of the Kripke model framework is that it says precisely
what pure structures are by giving a uniform account of systems and struc-
tures. Linnebo and Pettigrew’s theory of pure structures can be understood as
an axiomatic approach to structuralism, as given by the abstraction principles
for structures, positions, and relations presented in Section 3. Though the
axiomatic approach tells us something about how they work, one is left
with questions as to exactly what kind of entities structures, positions, and
relations are. In the particular case of pure structures, some specific clarifica-
tion is required. For Linnebo and Pettigrew, pure structures are supposed to
be like systems, in that they comprise a domain and relations on that domain.
However, Linnebo and Pettigrew take systems to be (represented by) sets, but
require that structures are not sets. Rather, they are sui generis mathematical
objects (p. 274). The requirement is imposed to avoid the Burali–Forti para-
dox.17 On the semantic approach that we propose, as given in terms of Kripke
models, pure structures can be exactly the same kind of thing as the systems
that they are abstracted from. If systems are sets, pure structures can be sets as
well. This uniform treatment of systems and structures avoids paradox be-
cause the pure structures are not members of the set of worlds in the initial
Kripke model, but are introduced through a dynamic abstraction process as
captured by extending the initial model.
17 See Footnote 11.
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A further advantage of the Kripke model framework is that it supplies us
with a natural understanding of pure or abstracted relations, as is shown in the
next section.
6 Fundamental Relations
The Kripke model framework easily blocks the consequence that all relations
are fundamental, and therefore structural. But it does not tell us what pure or
abstracted relations are. Linnebo and Pettigrew provide some details, but not
many. For example, they specify that for each relation on a system, there exists
a corresponding relation on the pure structure of that system. But they
have not said what this pure relation is, or how it is connected, if at all, to
the relation on the system that it corresponds to. One also wants an account
of how relations that hold between objects in systems can be applied to
the positions in pure structures that are introduced through applications of
the abstraction operators. Linnebo and Pettigrew are silent on these questions.
By filling in the details of how relations are characterized when moving
from an initial Kripke model to an extended model, we can provide some
answers.
These details require the notion of one relation extending another. In the
Kripke model framework, abstraction is understood as a dynamic process.
This process is captured by the familiar notion of a Kripke model extension.
Beginning with an initial Kripke model M¼ hW ;D;; vi, the abstraction
operators for pure structures and pure positions serve as model generating
functions that extendM to a new modelM0 ¼ hW 0;D0;0; v0i. We saw earlier
how W 0;D0; and 0 are given. What remains to be seen is how the valuation
function v0 assigns local extensions to relations at the new pure structures.
These extensions are given, in part, by the following definition.
Extended Relation: An n-ary relation R is an extension of an n-ary
relation Q if and only if
(1) Qw ¼ Rw, for all w 2W ;
(2) for all u 2WS and all d1; . . . ; dn 2 Du: hd1; . . . ; dni 2 Ru if and only if
there exists a v 2W with b1; . . . ; bn 2 Dv such that (i) di ¼ sðbiÞ (for
all i 2 n) and (ii) hb1; . . . ; bni 2 Qv.
There are two things to note about this definition. First, in the move fromM
toM0, as a relation Q is extended to a relation R, the local extensions of Q at
worlds belonging to W remain fixed. In effect, R is just like Q, but with add-
itional local extensions at the new worlds, which are the pure structures added
in the Kripke model extension. Second, this definition does not give a full
characterization of every relation on positions in pure structures. There may
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be relations on positions in pure structures that are not extensions of relations
on objects in systems.
The notion of one relation extending another offers a natural way to con-
nect pure abstracted relations to the relations that they are abstracted from.
We can simply say that an abstracted relation is an extended relation. It also
suggests a first attempt at refining the notion of fundamental relation, with the
goal of proving the restricted structuralist thesis that all fundamental relations
are structural. For we could define a relationR on positions of a pure structure
to be fundamental if and only if there is a relation Q on the objects of an
isomorphic system, and R is an extension ofQ. This definition is a natural way
to capture the intuitive notion of a structural relation. We would like the
structural relations of positions in a structure to be those that are connected
to the relations on systems that exhibit that structure. The idea of extending
these relations on systems shows precisely how they are connected by extend-
ing them from local extensions on systems to local extensions on structures.
However, though the proposed definition is natural, it requires further con-
ditions on the notion of fundamental if we want to endorse the restricted
structuralist thesis that all fundamental relations are structural. These further
conditions are necessary, as there are relations that satisfy the proposed def-
inition that are clearly not structural. To see this, consider an initial Kripke
model with two systems, one of which is the system, v, of finite von Neumann
ordinals, and the other is the system, z, of finite Zermelo ordinals, each with its
usual ordering. Now take an arbitrary set-theoretic property P, for example,
having exactly two members. In this case the extension of P at v has one
member containing the third von Neumann ordinal: Pv ¼ ff1; f1ggg. The
extension of P at z is empty, as all finite Zermelo ordinals have exactly one
member, except for the first ordinal, which has none. These systems both
exhibit the structure of the natural numbers, so §ðvÞ ¼ §ðzÞ ¼ N. We can
extend the property P to P, whose local extensions at v and z are identical
to those of P, and whose local extension at the pure structure P
N
¼ f2g, where
2 is the position in N that matches the third von Neumann and Zermelo
ordinals. The extended property P is fundamental according to the proposed
definition because it extends a property that holds of the third von Neumann
ordinal. But clearly the property is not structural, as it fails to hold of the third
Zermelo ordinal, and so does not hold of each matching object in every
matching system. What has gone wrong is that we extended the wrong kind
of property, as we simply chose some property arbitrarily. The question is:
what’s the right kind of property to extend? In other words, are there further
conditions that we can add to the definition of fundamental property that
accurately captures the structural properties?
To find a satisfactory condition, it is helpful to consider the actual examples
of mathematical relations that Linnebo and Pettigrew take to be ‘intuitively
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fundamental’. Being the additive identity in a complete ordered field is one
such property (of the zero position). Being an annihilating element for multi-
plication in such a field is another. The list could be extended for other types of
structures: being an even number or being the second successor of the zero
position are fundamental properties of certain places in the natural number
structure. Being a node with a certain degree, that is, having a certain number
of edges incident to it, is a fundamental property of nodes in a graph structure.
And so on.
What is characteristic of these properties of positions in abstract structures is
that they can all be induced by abstraction from a special type of ‘concrete’
property of objects in the exemplifying systems. The ‘concrete’ properties from
which one abstracts are special in the sense that they concern only the structural
composition or the relational features of the systems in question. Put differ-
ently, fundamental relations always seem to be abstracted from relations deal-
ing with (or about) the internal structure of the systems in question. The special
class of relations admissible for this kind of abstraction can be characterized
more precisely with Linnebo and Pettigrew’s model-theoretic presentation of
mathematical systems. Recall that a relational system S ¼ hD;R1; . . . ;Rni is a
tuple consisting of a domain and a collection of relations on the domain. In
mathematical logic, systems of this sort are models, and they are usually
described by first-order (or second-order) languages with a given signature.
The signature corresponding to S consists of a number of relation symbols or
predicates, each of a specified arity, that can be interpreted by the primitive
relations in the system.We say that a system together with a matching signature
determine a formal language in which the system, as well as systems of the same
logical form, can be described. Let L be the first-order language determined by
S. In this case, we say that S is an L-system. The language in question here
consists of the first-order formulae whose relation symbols belong to the sig-
nature of S. We further assume here that the satisfaction of such formulae of L
in a system S is defined in the usual way. In particular, if jðx1; . . . ; xnÞ is a
formula with free variables x1; . . . ; xn and d1; . . . ; dn are objects in the domain
of S, S  jðd1; . . . ; dnÞ is taken to express the fact that jðx1; . . . ;xnÞ is satisfied
in S relative to an assignment of di to xi, for each i 2 n.
In the formal framework we propose, a system is a world w ¼ hDw;R1w; . . .;
Rjwi in aKripkemodel, comprising a local domainDw and local extensionsR1w;
. . .;Rjw of the intensional relations R1; . . .;Rj at w. The primitive relations, and
the relations that are logically constructible from them, can be given a uniform
characterization in terms of the notion of model-theoretic definability:
Definable Relation: Let L be a language and w ¼ hDw;R1w; . . .;Rjwi be
an L-system. We say that an n-ary relation Ri is definable if and only if
Georg Schiemer and John Wigglesworth1220
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there exists an L-formula jðx1; . . .; xn; y1; . . .; ymÞ and for all w there are
elements b1; . . .; bm 2 Dw such that for all d1; . . .; dn 2 Dw
hd1; . . . ; dni 2 Riw () w  jðd1; . . . ; dn; b1; . . .; bmÞ:
The relations between elements of a given system characterized informally
above are precisely the ones definable in the corresponding language L.18 In
particular, each primitive relation R in the system is defined by its correspond-
ing predicate in the signature of L. Moreover, given the standard recursive
definition of terms and formulas in L, it follows that every relation on Dw that
is logically constructible from these primitive relations is also definable by a
formula of the language.
We can thus take the restricted class of relations from which fundamental
relations should be abstracted to be the class of definable relations in the
system:
Fundamental Relation: An n-ary relation R on the positions of a pure
structure §ðwÞ is fundamental if and only if there exists an n-ary relation
Q on the objects of an L-system w and a formula j in L such that
(i) Q is defined by j, and
(ii) R is an extension of Q.
Stated less formally, fundamental relations are understood here as relations of
pure structures that extend definable relations of a system that exemplifies the
structure in question.
As a direct consequence of this definition, the specification of fundamental
properties and relations becomes strongly dependent on the logical language
in use. Depending on whether one chooses a first-order or second-order lan-
guage to describe the mathematical systems in question, different sets of prop-
erties will turn out to be definable in these systems. Certain properties of
objects in a given system will likely not be definable in a first-order language,
but only in a second-order (or even higher-order) language.
This language-relativity (or ‘structural relativity’) in the specification of the
properties of places in a structure has been discussed in detail in (Resnik
[1997]).19 In the present context, we will not further address the issue whether
this language-relativity poses a general problem for the non-eliminative struc-
turalist. We will simply assume here that fundamental relations of a structure
are always to be characterized relative to a language of a specified logical
strength. We further suggest that relations are always discussed here relative
18 It should be noted that this definition concerns the definability of properties and relations of
objects in systems, not the definability of Kripke frame properties, for example, the property of
having a reflexive accessibility relation.
19 In particular, for Resnik ([1997], pp. 250–4) ‘structural relations’ of a given mathematical
pattern are precisely those relations definable in a given logical language.
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to a given class of mathematical systems (or structures) of a specified signa-
ture. Thus, we say that relations are specified for systems that can be described
in a given formal language L in the sense specified above. For instance, we
think of arithmetical relations between natural numbers, such as the ‘less than’
relation, as specified for the context of natural number systems described by
the standard first-order language of Peano arithmetic. Relations so conceived
can thus hold between the objects of a particular system of that class.
Our new definition of fundamental relations has three important conse-
quences. First, it ensures that a fundamental relation R on positions in a
structure is pure in Linnebo and Pettigrew’s sense and can be induced by
abstraction from a relationQ on objects in a system.More precisely, condition
(ii) of this definition requires that the local extension of R in the structure §ðwÞ
can be abstracted from the local extension of Q in system w.
A second consequence, closely related to the first, is that the fundamental
relation R, which is an extension of the relation Q, is definable by j, the
formula that also defines Q. To see this, let f be an isomorphism between w
and §ðwÞ and let f ðQwÞ ¼ fhf ðx1Þ . . . ; f ðxnÞi 2 D
n
§ðwÞjhx1; . . . ;xni 2 Qwg be the
isomorphic image of Qw in §ðwÞ. The local extension Qw is definable by a
formula j of language L. Given this, one can show with a simple proof by
induction on the complexity of formulas that for all d1; . . . ; dn 2 Dw : jðd1; . . . ;
dnÞ holds at w if and only ifjðf ðd1Þ; . . . ; f ðdnÞÞ holds at §ðwÞ. Hence, the relation
f ðQwÞ can be defined by j in §ðwÞ. Since R is the extension of Q to the pure
structure §ðwÞ, it follows that R§ðwÞ ¼ f ðQwÞ. The fact that definability is pre-
served under extensions of relations is important for the proof of the restricted
structuralist thesis given in Section 7.
A third consequence is that all of the intuitively fundamental relations men-
tioned by Linnebo and Pettigrew turn out to be fundamental according to this
revised definition. Consider, for instance, properties of the positions in the
natural number structure discussed above. Each of these can be induced by
abstraction from a concrete property of elements in a natural number system
that is definable in terms of the primitive non-logical vocabulary of the lan-
guage of Peano arithmetic. The property of being an even number, for ex-
ample, is clearly fundamental in this sense, since it can be abstracted from a
property of numbers in a given concrete natural number system that is defin-
able by a first-order formula ‘9yðyþ y ¼ xÞ’. At the same time, it is no longer
the case that all relations between places in pure structures trivially turn out to
be fundamental. Properties such as being John’s favourite number fail to be
fundamental since there are no definable properties from which they can be
abstracted. Moreover, given our intensional understanding, such properties
are no longer identified with locally co-extensional properties of positions that
are fundamental according to the new definition. Given our new definition, the
class of fundamental relations is thus effectively restricted to those abstract
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relations whose concrete counterparts express some facts about the structural
composition or the internal structural content of the system from which one
abstracts.
7 The Structuralist Thesis Vindicated
We saw that Linnebo and Pettigrew ([2014]) aim to defend a restricted version
of the structuralist thesis that all relations between positions in pure structures
are structural. Their purity thesis—that all fundamental relations are struc-
tural—is taken as an explication of this position. Given our new definition of
fundamental relations, this thesis turns out to be not a simple ‘definitional
truth’ but an interesting and substantial result.
Recall that a property of a position in a pure structure is structural if it holds
of the isomorphic copies of this position in every system that exhibits the
structure in question. Let §ðwÞ be a structure of systems of a given mathem-
atical type:
Structural Properties: A property P is a structural property of position
a in the domain of §ðwÞ if and only if for all systems w and for all
isomorphisms f between w and §ðwÞ, we have:
a 2 P§ðwÞ ) f ðaÞ 2 Pw
A property of a given position in a structure turns out to be structural if it is
preserved under isomorphisms in the following sense: in case the position is in
the local extension of the property in the pure structure then its isomorphic
copies will always belong to the property’s local extensions in the instantiating
systems.20 Notice that this definition of structural properties strongly favours
an intensional account of mathematical properties in the sense specified above.
A property can only qualify as structural if it is understood as being applicable
to different systems of a given mathematical type.
Given this account of structural properties, we can finally prove the re-
stricted structuralist thesis that all fundamental properties of positions in
pure structures are structural. We consider, for simplicity, the special case
of monadic properties (though the proof of the more general result involving
relations of any arity is also straightforward):
Proposition 1 (Structuralist Thesis)
Suppose a is a position in structure §ðwÞ. If R is a fundamental property of a in
§ðwÞ, then R is a structural property of a in §ðwÞ.
20 See also (Korbmacher and Schiemer [2017]) for a more detailed analysis of this invariance-based
definition of structural properties.
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Proof
Let R be a fundamental property of position a in the domain of the pure
structure §ðwÞ, where §ðwÞ is an L-structure in the model-theoretic sense. It
follows from our definition of fundamental relations that there exists a for-
mula jðxÞ 2 L that defines the extension of R in §ðwÞ, and therefore jðaÞ holds
at §ðwÞ. Let f be an isomorphism between the structure §ðwÞ and a system w.
One can show by induction on the complexity of formulas that jðaÞ holds at
§ðwÞ if and only if jðf ðaÞÞ holds at w. Since the formula j is taken to define the
local extension of property R in each L-system, it follows that f ðaÞ 2 Rw.
Hence, R is invariant under isomorphisms between L-systems and thus
structural. «
This result shows that the restricted structuralist thesis formulated in (Linnebo
and Pettigrew [2014]), with the appropriate definitions of fundamental and struc-
tural relations, can be vindicated after all: all fundamental relations between
positions in pure structures turn out to be structural on our modified account.
8 Conclusion
In this article, we outlined a consistent version of the structuralist thesis in
non-eliminative mathematical structuralism. The account given here is closely
based on the attempt to present non-eliminative mathematical structuralism in
terms of Fregean abstraction principles by Linnebo and Pettigrew ([2014]).
Specifically, we focused on their restricted version of the ‘structuralist thesis’,
namely, their claim that all fundamental relations between the positions of an
abstract structure—specifiable in terms of their Fregean abstraction prin-
ciples—are structural, or invariant under isomorphisms. Linnebo and
Pettigrew argue that, at least in the case of rigid mathematical structures,
such as the natural and real number structures, this version of the structuralist
thesis holds. To show this, they present a formal explication of the thesis, in
the form of their purity thesis for abstract structures.
Our aim in the present article was twofold. Based on a brief discussion of
their account of structural abstraction, we first showed that, even in the con-
text of rigid structures, the purity thesis fails under a purely extensional under-
standing of mathematical properties. In particular, given their definition of
fundamental relations, any extensional relation between positions of a given
abstract structure turns out to be fundamental. This renders the purity thesis
false given that there are properties of such positions that we would intuitively
take to be non-structural. Still worse, their purity thesis may be inconsistent if
one accepts the argument from (Burgess [1999]) against the general structur-
alist thesis that all properties of positions are structural.
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The second aim in the article was to show how Linnebo and Pettigrew’s
purity thesis can be made to work given their account of structural abstrac-
tion. We did so by proposing a formal framework, in terms of Kripke models,
that captures a dynamic version of structural abstraction. This formal frame-
work accommodates an intensional account of mathematical relations, which
allows for an alternative definition of the notion of fundamental relations
between the positions in a structure. According to this new definition, a rela-
tion between positions in a structure is fundamental if (i) it can be induced by
abstraction from a definable relation between objects in a system exemplifying
that structure, and (ii) it is an extension of the relation from which it is ab-
stracted. As was shown, this definition is adequate in the sense of capturing the
kind of ‘intuitively fundamental’ properties discussed by Linnebo and
Pettigrew while ruling out unintended properties and relations. Moreover,
given the modified account of fundamental relations, it was shown that the
restricted structuralist thesis turns out to be substantive thesis in non-
eliminative and abstraction-based structuralism.
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